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New targets for tradition and talent.

I remember my first Sergio Grasso boot with great fondness and affection. 

It was all I had hoped it would be - craftsmanship at its finest, the epitome 

of the Made in Italy label and a champion of reliability at all times. From that 

very first model, I have never wavered from the path that ultimately led to the 

Sergio Grasso brand being recognized the world over and increasingly sought-

after by the greatest riding professionals and champions. A journey in which 

tradition has found new forms every year, with cutting-edge techniques and 

materials, creating products with ever improved performance.

Like the new Walk&Ride: an innovative take on the low boot for even greater 

comfort, and like Everyone: a perfect fit for the passion of both expert riders 

and beginners. Great customisation always adds a truly special touch.

My passion is expressed every day, in every boot, in every accessory and 

every product that bears the Sergio Grasso signature. Achieving excellence 

and expressing the talent of all those who live the experience of riding with the 

same joy and emotion that I myself feel.



Close to those who love riding.  
And those who will.

The Everyone boot collection dedicated to all riding enthusiasts and for those who 

will become enthusiasts.

The comfort of Nappa leather and the safety given by the non-slip Vibram sole 

enable those who love riding, and those who will love it, to enjoy an exclusive 

experience.
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ProComf® custom ergonomics.
A solution designed and patented by Sergio 
Grasso to ensure superb comfort, coupled 
with absolute ergonomic functionality. The 
best there could be for riding boots, a highly 
technical form of footwear.

QuALITy ANd TEchNoLoGy 

1 - Sole SG-Vibram®

2 - Natural leather
3 - Steel shank
4 - Activated carbons 
5 - Gel shock absorber
6 - Absorbent, breathable, antibacterial
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518
Absolute Black

 F04040 - Evolution Nappa calfskin upper and lining

SG ultratech calf panel ensures perfect grip
in the saddle

Rear reinforced elastic

Front fastening with elastic laces

Rear zip

Zip protection and spur rest

Spanish cut

Procomf technology

Round form

colors  Size 
36–46 Eu

Fittings
See size chart

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

Zip protection and spur rest

Elastic laces
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518
Absolute Black

F05045 - Progress

colors Size 
36–46 Eu

Fittings
See size chart

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG ultratech finish

Reinforced elastic

Nappa calfskin upper and lining

SG ultratech calf panel ensures perfect grip
in the saddle

Rear reinforced elastic

Without laces

Rear zip

Zip protection and spur rest

Spanish cut

Procomf technology

Square form
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coffee Brown
537

SG 70300 - Dynamik Low boot with calfskin upper 

Elasticised leather

Breathable lining

Front zip fastening 

Vibram® non-slip sole

Zip and sole in matching colours

colors  Size 
36–46 Eu

cuSToMIZATIoNS 
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518 537
coffee BrownAbsolute Black

The SG 180 - Ginevra gaiter fits onto 
the Dynamik low boot to function 
as a riding boot. 

The purchase of very close-fitting gaiters is 

recommended for perfect wearability.

Gaiter in robust Nappa

Rear zip with reinforced elastic

Zip protection and spur rest

high / calf   
See size chart

colors 

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG 180 - Ginevra 
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318 340 319
Glitter Black Glitter Bronze Glitter Blue

SG Top 12 - Glitter hunting top Glitter

Available only for articles F2800 - F13800

In the picture:

SG F2845 - Pavia

color Absolute Black 518

SG Top 12 - color Glitter Black 318

SG pc - Zip protection - color Nero vernice 1000

SG fc - Zip keeper - color Nero vernice 1000

Procomf outsole

SG 45 - Square form

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG Top 12 - colors  
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In the picture:

SG F13845 - Imperia

color Midnight Blu 519

SG Top 12 - color Glitter Blue 319

SG pc - Zip protection - color Blu vernice 1010

SG fc - Zip keeper - color Blu vernice 1010

Procomf outsole

SG 45 - Square form

Available only for articles F2800 - F13800

Zip protection and spur rest
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318 340 319
Glitter Black Glitter Bronze Glitter Blue

In the picture:

SG F2840 - Pavia

color Bohemian Red 520

SG Top 12 - color Glitter Bronze 340

SG pc - Zip protection - color Bohemian Red 520

SG fc - Zip keeper - color Bohemian Red 520

Procomf outsole

SG 40 - Round form

SG Top 12 - Glitter hunting top Glitter

Available only for articles F2800 - F13800

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG Top 12 - colors  
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118 137
Broccato Nero Broccato coffee

SG Top 12 - Broccato hunting top Broccato

Available only for articles F2800 - F13800

In the picture:

SG F2845 - Pavia

color Absolute Black 518

SG Top 12 - color Broccato Nero 118

SG pc - Zip protection - Absolute Black 518

SG fc - Zip keeper - Absolute Black 518

Procomf outsole

SG 45 - Square form

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG Top 12 - colors  
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In the picture:

SG F13840 - Imperia

color coffee Brown 537

SG Top 12 - color Broccato coffee 137

SG pc - Zip protection - coffee Brown 537

SG fc - Zip keeper - coffee Brown 537

Procomf outsole

SG 40 - Round form
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Nero

SG 100 - Boot Bag Lightweight plastic coated fabric, 

with pockets for accessories. 

Back adjustable shoulder strap.

cuSToMIZATIoNS 

SG 100 - colors  







Via San Nicolò 24, Frazione Monte 
37015 Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella VR - Italy
ph. + 39 045 7760133 - fax + 39 045 6845224

sergiograsso.it
info@sergiograsso.it

    facebook.com/sergiograsso.italy


